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Abstract

The existence of non-standard currents, frequencies and voltages enhances the Power Quality (PQ) problems. Power consumed by the consumers and losses occurred in power system are deciding factors for the utility to determine the performance of the power system in terms of Power Quality. These Power Quality problems lead to failure of end user equipments as well as creates disturbances in power distribution network, thereby deteriorates residual life assessment of major equipments used in substation. The PQ problems can be characterized as voltage surges, sags, swells, harmonic distortions, etc. There are many reasons for the determination of Power Quality. The loads used by the consumers of electricity abnormally leads to deprove the Power Quality. Low power factor loads are taken care of by the utilities in the form of financial penalty. However, occurrence of harmonics, voltage swells and sags in the system is the most powerful reason behind degradation of Power Quality. To mitigate these issues, use of Custom Power Devices (CPD) in the distribution network is the most significant solution. Paper presents the design of the CPD like Dynamic Voltage Restorer (DVR) using two control strategies i.e. PI Controller and Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC). MATLAB/SIMULINK is used to analyze the effectiveness of these control strategies.
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1. Introduction

Electrical energy plays an important role in day-to-day’s life. Therefore handling of energy in bulk is a very complex task so that critical analysis of energy in power system is a paramount activity. Utilization of energy increased due to industrial, commercial, domestic customers, ultimately known as prime factor to decide the standardization and development stage of the country. Deterioration of Power Quality is caused due to use of various non-linear loads in power distribution system. Thus Power Quality is determined by the performance and productivity of customer’s equipment as well as huge financial losses to commercial and industrial customers.

There are many reasons for the determination of Power Quality. The loads used by the consumers of electricity abnormally leads to deprove the power quality. Low power factor loads are taken care of by the utilities in the form of financial penalty. Considering the facts, electric utility must be able to evaluate, characterize and access the system performance to plan the system improvements for satisfying the Power Quality needs [1]. But no such corrective measures are provided for harmonic distortions by the utility. Thus it becomes of priority to take into account the effect of harmonic distortions.

2. Power quality parameters

Any failure in voltage, current or frequency is accounted as a harmonic distortions, transients, voltage spikes, voltage sags, swells, fluctuations, are summed up as Power Quality problems.

The IEEE standard 1159 defines the voltage sag as a decrease in root mean square voltage or current typically between 0.1 per unit to 0.9 per unit at the power frequency for a time interval 0.5 cycles to 1 minute. The fault clearing time lies in the range 3 to 30 cycles [2].

The increase in root mean square value of voltage at power frequency between 1.1 per unit to 1.8 per unit lasting for 0.5 cycles to 1 minute is identified as swell.

The harmonic distortions or the harmonics are identified by a steady state deviation in the ideal sine wave of the voltage or current waveform.

The transients can be defined as the part of change in the variable which disappears during transition from one steady state to another. The systematic variation in the voltage envelope whose magnitude does not exceed the limits specified by ANSI C84.1 is called as voltage fluctuations. The variations in the voltages lie in the range 0.9 to 1.1 per unit.
3. Power quality improvement by various methods

Power Quality improvement is the utmost important task to eliminate effects of the Power Quality issues. Various conventional methods are available to mitigate the power quality issues likewise lightning arresters, harmonic filters, static switches, tap changing transformers and FACTS Controllers [3]. In addition to these methods, Dynamic Voltage Restorer is identified as the most efficient Custom Power Device to mitigate the Power Quality problems [4]. The DVR finds its application in the distribution system. It is connected in series with the circuit on load side. DVR mainly injects voltage to system for regulating load side voltage scenario. It can be installed between supply and load feeder. In addition to voltage sag and swell compensations DVR can also mitigate the faults like harmonics, transients [5].

4. Basic configuration of dvr

The DVR Comprises of three basic components as explained below:

1) Booster Transformer
   This transformer has a special design. The DVR is connected to the distribution side through its high-voltage winding. It serves the purpose of coupling the system voltage to compensation voltage. It limits coupling of noise and transients from one side to another.
2) Filter
   It is used to filter out the output voltage of voltage source converter to reduce harmonics.
   Voltage Source Converter (VSC)
   It is simply a DC to AC Converter (inverter). It consists of energy storage unit and static switches. The VSC is used to generate sinusoidal voltage of required magnitude and phase at any frequency.

5. Operation of DVR

The basic function of the DVR is to inject a dynamically controlled voltage $V_{DVR}$ into the system. Any effect that is caused due to the fault occurrence into the system is compensated by addition of this voltage.

There are two operating modes of DVR i.e. a) Standby mode and b) Boost mode. In standby mode, $V_{DVR}$ is zero and the LV winding of booster transformer is shorted through the converter. Whenever the system shows normal operation DVR remains in standby mode. On actual detection of the fault, the DVR works in the boost mode where $V_{DVR}$ becomes greater than 0. In this mode, DVR injects the required voltage for compensation of sag. The Thevenin’s equivalent of DVR circuit is shown in Fig. 2.

$$V_{DVR} = V_L + Z_{TH} \times I_L - V_{TH}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Where, $V_L$ is desired Load Voltage; $Z_{TH}$ is Thevenin’s equivalent impedance; $I_L$ is load current; $V_{TH}$ is system voltage during fault

Load current is given by,

$$I_L = \frac{P_L}{V_L} + j \frac{Q_L}{V_L}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Load pf angle is calculated by,

$$\phi = \tan^{-1} \frac{Q_L}{P_L}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Complex power injected by DVR is

$$S_{DVR} = V_{DVR} \times I_L$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

The active power is supplied by energy storage unit.

6. Control methods of dvr

From design and modeling point of view, control of DVR circuit topology is important factor. The control of DVR indicates the detection of any voltage disturbance using suitable detection techniques. The DVR performance is directly affected by performance of the voltage source converter only as it provides the reactive power required or the voltage support to the system. That’s why inverter is considered as most important part of DVR topology [6].

The inverter control strategies are generally classified as follows
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5.1. PI controller
It is a linear feedback controller. Weighted sum of error and its integral value are prime factors to perform the control operation. The input to PI Controller is difference value between the system voltage signal and a reference voltage signal. The PI makes the adjustments in its proportional gain $K_p$ and integral gain $K_i$ so that the value of the steady state error is reduced to zero. The PI controller has simple structure but, the only disadvantage is that the gains are fixed.

The gating pulses are generated using the error signal. The control algorithm used is Park’s Transformation. The three phase system voltages $V_a$, $V_b$ and $V_c$ are converted to dq0 rotating frame using following formula:

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
V_a \\
V_b \\
V_c
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\cos \theta & \cos (\theta - \frac{2\pi}{3}) & 1 \\
-\sin \theta & -\sin (\theta - \frac{2\pi}{3}) & 1 \\
0.5 & 0.5 & 0.5
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
V_d \\
V_q \\
V_0
\end{bmatrix}
$$

5.2. Fuzzy logic controller

It is a nonlinear control method and overcomes the drawbacks of PI controller. The fuzzy logic is multi-valued logic. It doesn’t require any mathematical model of the given system. It is just required to define the flow of information into the system (control input variable), how it is processed (decision making) and the information flow out of the system (output variable). The Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) omits rigorous mathematical calculations. Fig. 4 Represents basic block diagram of Fuzzy Logic Controller.

5.2. Simulink models of dvr

The system voltage is 3-phase 400 V, 50 Hz supply. The load connected in the system is a three phase R-L load. The simulation is observed under the generation of voltage sag. The DVR serves the purpose of compensating the sag detected.

Fig. 5 represents the SIMULINK model for DVR with PI Controller. The fault resistance in all cases is kept 0.001 ohms and reference voltage is considered as 300 V.

Fig. 6 represents the SIMULINK model for DVR with FLC. Also the rule base to run the fuzzy operations is represented in tabular form in Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input1</th>
<th>Input2</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>N1</td>
<td>Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>Z1</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>N1</td>
<td>Z</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Results

MATLAB/SIMULINK is used to analyze performance of system. The different faults such as L-G, L-L-G and L-L are introduced into system.

The simulation of the system under these faults is done without DVR. Then all other load conditions and fault resistance is kept the same and system is introduced with DVR. The DVR is implemented with two different controls such as PI Controller and FLC. The simulation waveforms of system voltage, DVR injected voltage into system on occurrence of voltage sag and the compensated load voltage are represented. The harmonics generation at every condition is observed using FFT analysis tool. The comparative analysis of the harmonic distortion values is done to analyze DVR performance under different control strategies.

L-G Fault

The system is introduced with L-G Fault, the occurrence of the voltage sag is observed. The sag is between duration 0.4 s to 0.5 s. Fig 7 and 8 shows the generation of voltage sag into the system and the compensated voltage waveforms after connecting DVR with PI controller and FLC respectively.

Also, Fig 9 to 11 represents the harmonics generation in system without DVR, with DVR with PI Controller and the same with FLC.
L-L-G Fault
Fig 12 and 13 shows the generation of voltage sag into the system and the compensated voltage waveforms after connecting DVR with PI controller and FLC respectively. Also, Fig 14 to 16 represents the harmonics generation in system without DVR, with DVR with PI Controller and the same with FLC.
Similarly, given model is simulated under L-L fault and all the results are shown in Table II for comparison and analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Without DVR</th>
<th>DVR (PI)</th>
<th>DVR (FLC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Faults</td>
<td>Volt- age (V)</td>
<td>THD (%)</td>
<td>THD (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-G</td>
<td>241.2</td>
<td>32.02</td>
<td>273.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-L-G</td>
<td>241.2</td>
<td>32.02</td>
<td>302.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-L</td>
<td>276.4</td>
<td>23.06</td>
<td>313.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Comp =Compensated.

8. Conclusion

On comparing the results, it is observed that the harmonic content in the voltage waveform is decreased to less than 5% value in case of DVR with FLC. These values are within the limits prescribed by IEEE 519-1992. With reference to this, conclusion leads to:

1) The design of DVR using both PI Controller and FLC proved to be efficient as compared to conventional methods for Power Quality improvement
2) DVR system design with Fuzzy Logic Controller is the best option for electric utility to evaluate, characterize and access the system performance for satisfying the Power Quality needs of distribution system
3) Enforcement of Power Quality standards and Identifying Power Quality problems in an electric power distribution network, before any extensive damage occurs, is advisable.
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